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Draft 10/8/13 
 
TIM/HOST Faculty Meeting 
October 2, 2013 
10-1230 p.m 
Bachman 203 
 
Present:  Dan Spencer, Laura Gershuni and Reed Dasenbrock (UHM),  Rosalie 
Fernandez and Sheryl Fuchino-Nishida (Kap CC), Lorelle Peros (UHMC), Joni Onishi 
(Haw CC),  Joanne Itano (UH System) 
 
Meeting Summary 
 
The charge to the group is to develop a transfer pathway, building on the AS in HOST 
degree at Kap CC, to the BS in TIM at UH Mānoa.  This is a 2 + 2 degree, with 
recognition of work completed in HOST courses and that the BS in TIM is completed in 
no more than an additional 60 credits including the additional general education (core and 
graduation requirements). 
 
Ideas to gain efficiency in general education requirements (double dipping where 
possible) 
 

1.  TIM to clarify DL requirement.  Eng 209 which was identified as a desired 
course as it focuses on technical writing is not DL.   Could Hawn 100 (DH) meet 
the DA/DH/DL gen ed requirement along with Sp 151 or 251 (DA)? 

2. HSL requirement - Could a conversational level of a foreign language meet this 
requirement?  For example, HOST students may complete Jpns 131 Japanese 
conversation and culture I/Business and Tourism Industry. There is also Jpns 132, 
part II of the course which is not required.   UHM offers a 111-112 series that 
focuses on conversational Japanese, Chinese and Korean.  Could one year of two 
different languages focused on the conversation meet the HSL requirement? 

3. W courses,  3 UD can be met with TIM 300 or 400, 321, 325 and 431. 
What LD courses are designated W in the HOST program, 1-  2 would be needed? 

4. TIM to continue to explore obtaining H designation for their 396E course. 
 
Reed offered to meet with TIM representatives and Todd Sammons of the UHM Gen Ed 
office to facilitate any discussions regarding the above suggestions. 
 
TIM core/major courses 
 
To explore the overlap in content in the AS in HOST and BS in TIM, it is necessary to 
examine course syllabi.  The purpose is to identify areas of overlap and recognition of 
knowledge/skills gained by the AS in HOST graduate (course equivalencies are not a 
consideration at this time).  Some options that may result after a review/analysis of 
content is the development of a bridge course to cover areas not covered in the HOST 
courses; other courses may be required for the transfer pathway which are options for the 
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non-pathway TIM majors;   students in the HOST program who know they want to earn a 
BSin TIM may enroll in TIM courses to meet HOST requirements, etc.  This is only a 
sample of ideas; others may be identified as the faculty discuss these courses. 
 
The areas of possible overlap are as follows: 
 
Core TIM courses 
 
TIM  304 and Host 258 
TIMN 306 and Host 290 
 
Hospitality courses 
 
TIM 313 and Host 154 
TIM 314 and Host 152 
 
Action: 

1. Course syllabi for above courses are requested to share among the group. Please 
send to Joanne (itano@hawaii.edu) for distribution or distribute to attendees 
directly. 

 
An update by HOST and TIM faculty are requested by Oct. 30, 2013. 
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